
Partnership opportunities for 
Tourism Boards



HITLIST is a 
place to plan, 
share, and book
the best travel
deals



<16% of 
millennials are 
loyal to a brand 
when booking 
travel

Travel consumers are overwhelmed with 
choice and dissatisfied with existing 
solutions. 

>85% trips are 
taken with or to 
visit family and 
friends

Middlemen take 
cuts of >20% 
for distribution

Though in other 
consumer categories, 
80% of millennials stay 
loyal to products they 
like

Yet no major travel 
brand has integrated 
with social networks to 
facilitate planning and 
booking

Vendors lack access to 
travelers who are 
deciding where/when to 
travel and spend $$$ on 
inefficient marketing
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How it works



Users in 183 
countries, 40% 

live in New York, 
Los Angeles, and 

San Francisco

$90,000 average 
income

>5m monthly 
page views
>100k MAU

The Hitlist User

Average age: 25

“Life-changing… What sets Hitlist apart is that it’s money-
saving, beautiful, AND easy to use.”
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Millennials travel more frequently than other age 
groups, both for business and leisure

Business	travel	– Trips	per	year Leisure	travel	– Trips	per	year
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CONVERSION FROM
LOOK TO BOOK: LESS 

THAN 1%
on most existing flight search 

engines

CONVERSION 
FROM
LOOK TO BOOK: 
12%
when coming from 
Hitlist

With better tools, people book more



CHALLENGE

DMOs need strong engagement
and conversion from digital 
marketing efforts, but many 
traditional advertising methods are 
not cost effective and fail to deliver 
results.

Example: 
Visit Scotland
Ad spend: €3.2m
Email signups: 134k
Partner clickthroughs: 13k

Cost per lead: $273

Hitlist is an award winning app that 
more than 600k millennial travelers

turn to when deciding where & 
when to travel. We offer native 

mobile placement to brand-aligned 
partners.

Spend: $8000
Impressions: 467k

Bookings: 247

Cost per booking: $32

Hitlist offers a new marketing channel that can prime your business for the future

Example: 
Czech Tourism

Hitlist turns 
browsers into 

bookers: 
conversion is over 

10x the 
standard look-to-

book sites like 
Kayak

HITLIST SOLUTION

50 Best Apps of the Year 2016



Placement #1: 
Explore



Placement #2: 
Trips



Placement #3:
Wandertab

$440
Prague,	Czech	Republic

From	NYC	(All)

Flights











OVERVIEW

Czech Tourism ran a campaign for 
8 weeks in March-May 2016. The 
$8000 spend resulted in

Deep Dive: Czech Tourism Case Study

466,600
Total impressions

247
Bookings to Czech 
destinations

$440,000
Expected economic impact 
of the new visitors – 5500% 
ROI

Wandertab, the desktop 
chrome extension, drove the 
most overall impressions.

The “Royal Experiences in 
Czech Castles” list drove the 
most bookings to Czech 
destinations.  




